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Abstract

Document-level evaluation of machine transla-
tion has raised interest in the community es-
pecially since responses to the claims of “hu-
man parity” (Toral et al., 2018; Läubli et al.,
2018) with document-level human evaluations
have been published. Yet, little is known
about best practices regarding human evalua-
tion of machine translation at the document-
level. This paper presents a comparison of
the differences in inter-annotator agreement
between quality assessments using sentence
and document-level set-ups. We report results
of the agreement between professional transla-
tors for fluency and adequacy scales, error an-
notation, and pair-wise ranking, along with the
effort needed to perform the different tasks. To
best of our knowledge, this is the first study of
its kind.

1 Introduction

Increasing efforts have been made in order to add
discourse into neural machine translation (NMT)
systems. However, the results reported for those
attempts are somehow limited as the evaluation
is still mostly performed at the sentence level, us-
ing single references, which are not able to recog-
nise the improvements of those systems. The state-
of-the-art automatic evaluation metrics have been
shown to underestimate the quality of NMT sys-
tems (Shterionov et al., 2018), and the suitability
of these metrics for document-level systems has
also been criticised (Smith, 2017). For that reason,
document-level human evaluation of machine trans-
lation (MT) has raised interest in the community
recently as it enables the assessment of suprasen-
tential context.

In a survey with native speakers, Castilho et al.
(2020) tested the context span for the translation of
300 sentences in three different domains, namely
reviews, subtitles, and literature. Over 33% of the

sentences tested were found to require more con-
text than the sentence itself to be translated, and
from those, 23% required more than two previ-
ous sentences to be properly translated. Ambigu-
ity, terminology, and gender agreement were the
most common issues found to hinder translation.
Moreover, differences in issues and context span
were found between domains. This shows that
document-level evaluation enables the assessment
of textual cohesion and coherence types of errors
which are impossible at times to recognise at sen-
tence level.

Recent attempts to assess quality at the
document-level were described in Toral et al.
(2018) and Läubli et al. (2018) who independently
reassessed the bold claims of MT ‘achieving human
parity’ and found that the lack of extra-sentential
context has a great effect on quality assessment,
and pointed to a failure of the current best prac-
tices in MT evaluation. Toral et al. (2018) used
consecutive single sentences to rank translations
by two MT systems and a human reference. They
found that the evaluators were able to better assess
the translations when provided with more context,
and moreover, inter-annotator agreement (IAA) be-
tween professional translators was higher than that
between non-experts. However, this methodology
does not discriminate sentence vs document-level
set up as single sentences are shown consecutively.

Läubli et al. (2018) used pairwise rankings of
fluency and adequacy to evaluate the quality of MT
vs human translation (HT) for document-level texts.
The methodology consists of translators choosing
the ’best’ translation in terms of i) adequacy and
ii) fluency, that is, instead of choosing on a scale
on how fluent or adequate the translations are, the
raters just choose the ‘best’ one. Although not
reporting IAA in the main paper, the authors re-
port some IAA scores in the appendix of that work,
showing that for fluency, document-level set up has
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higher IAA than for sentence set-up, but the oppo-
site for adequacy. However, while this evaluation
methodology seems appropriate when comparing
different translations, it would not be feasible when
evaluating a single MT system.

After these two papers were published, for the
first time the WMT19 attempted a document-level
human evaluation for the news domain. In that year,
the direct-assessment (DA) task asked crowdwork-
ers to give a score (0-100) regarding the accuracy of
the translated sentence, where only one MT output
is shown each time (no comparison with other MT
system). However, conventional Kappa cannot be
using with DA to measure IAA, and so consistency
is measured instead, where raters have to pass some
quality control criteria (Barrault et al., 2019).

In light of this, a comparison of IAA between
quality assessments on sentence and document-
level set-ups is needed in order to determine which
set-up results in most reliable evaluation. This
study presents a small-scale comparison on the dif-
ferences in IAA between these two methodologies.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
to compare IAA for sentence vs document-level set-
ups using the state-of-the-art MT evaluation met-
rics, namely fluency and adequacy scales,1 error
mark-up and pairwise ranking, along with reporting
effort indicators.

We provide a detailed description of the experi-
mental methodology in Section 2. Following, we
report results in Section 3 on the agreement be-
tween professional translators for fluency and ade-
quacy scales, error annotation, and pair-wise rank-
ing (in 3.1), along with the effort needed to perform
the different tasks (in 3.2). We discuss our results
and draw conclusions in Section 4, and point out
directions for future work.

2 Methodology

Five professional English (EN) to Brazilian Por-
tuguese (PT-BR) translators were hired to perform
the evaluation in terms of (1) fluency, adequacy,
and error mark-up using the PET tool (Aziz et al.,
2012); and (2) pairwise ranking using Google
spreadsheet. The choice of PET was due to the
fact that the tool is a free toolkit, easy to use, with
its UI resembling translation tools, and it is able
to handle different evaluations while logging time

1It is important to notice that Läubli et al. (2018) used pair-
wise ranking of fluency and adequacy instead of the standard
Likert scale.

Test Set 1 Test Set 2
Av. Sentence Length (WPD) 316 344
Av. Sentence Length (WPS) 20 21
Av. Sentence Count (SPD) 15 15
Total Words 10135 11019
Total Sentences 500 500
Total Docs 32 32

Table 1: Statistics for the test sets used, where average
sentence length is calculated as words per document -
WPD - (scenario B), words per sentence - WPS - (sce-
nario A), and average sentence count is calculated as
sentence per document - SPD.

Test Set 1 Test Set 2
Source Translation Source Translation

Flesch 47.9 57 50 55
TTR 0. 26 0.27 0.25 0.27

Table 2: Type-token Ratio (TTR) and Flesch Reading
Ease Scores for both source and translated sides of Test
Sets.

spent on tasks.
The evaluation was carried out in two scenarios:

(A) evaluation at the sentence level, showing ran-
domised sentences, one at a time, one score per
sentence, and (B) evaluation at a document level,
showing randomised documents, one document at
a time, one score per document. After each sce-
nario was complete, translators answered a post-
task questionnaire about the evaluation and their
perceived effort.

Corpus - We used the English corpora from
WMT newstest2019, which has an average docu-
ment length of 17 sentences (minimum 4 sentences,
maximum 30 sentences). In total, 64 full docu-
ments were selected (32 per scenario) with 1000
sentences (500 per scenario). We made sure that
both scenarios are comparable in terms of sentence
and document length, as well as in terms of read-
ability and lexical variation. Results on statistics
of both data sets in Table 1, along with results for
Type-Token Ratio and Flesch Reading Ease Scores
in Table 2 (for both source and translated versions),
show that, in fact, both test sets and translations are
comparable. This suggests that any variation on
the assessments is unlikely to be because the two
test sets are overly distinctive.

The corpus was then translated from EN into PT-
BR with Google Translate (for adequacy, fluency,
and error mark-up) and also with DeepL for the
ranking pairwise comparison.2

2The online translators were used between 20-26 February
2020.
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Translators - Five professional translators took
part in the evaluation.3 Their professional experi-
ence ranges from 6 to 14 years, and three of them
have had previous experience with translation eval-
uation. A warm-up task with 20 sentences was
set up so translators could get acquainted with the
tasks, guidelines and tools, as well as clarify any
doubts about the task. Each translator evaluated
1000 sentences, 500 in each scenario and Test Set.
Table 3 shows the distribution of the task for each
translator. No time limit was stipulated for the
translators to finish the task, but they were asked
to keep track of the time needed to complete the
tasks.

Translators T1,T5 T2 T3 T4
Test Set 1 (1-500 sent.) S1 S2 D1 D2

Test Set 2 (501-1000 sent.) D2 D1 S2 S1

Table 3: Distribution of tasks where S is sentence level
and D is document level scenarios, and 1 and 2 is the
order of the tasks.

Post-task Questionnaire - The post-task ques-
tionnaire consisted of 10 statements for each sce-
nario, assessed on a scale from 1 to 6, where 1
is a negative answer (strongly disagree/very dif-
ficult/very tiring) and 6 is an affirmative answer
(strongly agree/very easy/not tiring at all). The
statements were the following:

1. I was *always* able to understand the mean-
ing of the source [sentence/texts]

2. I was *always* able to understand the mean-
ing of the translated [single sentence/full
texts]

3. I was *always* able to recognise all the
problems with the translation of [single sen-
tence/full texts]

4. I would have preferred to evaluate [full
texts/single sentences] than [single sen-
tence/full texts]

5. I would have preferred to evaluate pair of sen-
tences than [single sentence/full texts]

6. I would have preferred to evaluate full para-
graphs than [single sentence/full texts]

7. I was satisfied with the evaluation I provided
for the [single sentence/full texts] job

3At the time of submission of the paper, we had reported
scores from 4 translators (T1, T2, T3 and T4). For the final
submission we decided to add a 5th translator to be compared
with T1&T2 in order to get a further understanding of issues
observed with T1. Therefore, we keep the presentation of
the scores between T1&T2 and, following, we present Fleiss
Kappa scores with T1&T2&T5 as additional results.

8. Spotting errors in the each translated [single
sentence/full texts] was (difficulty level)

9. Assessing the translation quality on a [single
sentence/full texts] level was (difficulty level)

10. Assessing the translation quality on a [single
sentence/full level] was (fatigue):

3 Results

3.1 Inter-annotator agreement (IAA)

We compute IAA with Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen,
1960) both weighted (W) and non-weighted (NW)
as the most common statistics for IAA,

k =
P (A)− P (E)

1− P (E)

where P (A) represents the proportion of times that
the annotators agree, and P (E) the proportion of
times that the annotators are expected to agree by
chance. While NW Kappa does not take into ac-
count the degree of agreement, W Kappa uses a
predefined table of weights to measure the degree
of disagreement between the two raters, the higher
the disagreement the higher the weight. It is impor-
tant to notice that in this case, W Kappa can only
be calculated for adequacy and fluency as they are
assessed using a Likert scale.

In addition to that, we also compute Inter-rater
reliability (IRR) as the level of agreement between
raters (percentage of matches), and Pearson correla-
tion (r) between T1&T2 and T3&T4 (see Table 3).
The comparison of the scenarios (sentence vs docu-
ment) is calculated between the Test Sets (Test Set
1 & Test Set 2). We calculate IAA for all the tasks,
namely adequacy, fluency, error and ranking. It is
important to note that Fleiss Kappa is computed
when analysing T1&T2&T5.

Due to the exploratory nature of this research,
along with the small number of participants which
is known to hinder the effectiveness of statistical
analysis, we interpret the results gathered with
these evaluations from a qualitative perspective.

3.1.1 Adequacy
Adequacy was assessed for each single sentence
and full document (one score per document). Trans-
lators answered the question “How much of the
meaning expressed in the source appears in the
translation?” on a Likert scale from 1-4.4 Table 4
shows the IAA scores for adequacy.

41. None of it, 2. Little of it, 3. Most of it, 4. All of it
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Adequacy SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2 T3&T4

Kappa NW 0.13 0.01
W 0.27 0.23

Pearson 0.5 0.64
p-value 0 0
IRR 47% 44%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2

Kappa NW 0.34 -0.06
W 0.27 -0.12

Pearson 0.53 -0.37
p-value 0 0.03
IRR 63% 25%

Table 4: IAA for adequacy assessments for single sen-
tences and full texts scenarios.

When looking at Test Set 1 (upper part of the
table), we note that both W and NW Kappa show
a higher score for single-sentence scenario. Inter-
estingly, the difference between IAA scores for
sentence and document for Test Set 2 (lower part)
is very discrepant with IAA scores for document
level reaching negative levels. This trend is sup-
ported by the negative correlation and the low IRR
percentages. Since we have demonstrated that both
test sets are comparable, we believe that translators
T1 and T2 indeed disagreed on adequacy scores for
the document scenario more than they did for the
sentence scenario.

When adding T5 to the adequacy assessment,
we see a decline in Kappa for both sentence-level
and document-level scenarios, where k=0.04 and
k=-0.12 respectively (Table 5) in contrast to k0.13
and k-0.06 (see Table 4). Conversely, we note an in-
crease in IRR for both sentence and document-level
scenarios, where IRR is 67% and 42% respectively
(in contrast to 47% and 25%). These results draw
near the results from T3&T4. Nevertheless, we
note that IAA is higher when evaluations are per-
formed in the sentence-level scenario.

Adequacy SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2&T5 T3&T4
Kappa 0.04 0.01
IRR 67% 44%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2&T5
Kappa 0.34 -0.12
IRR 63% 42%

Table 5: IAA for adequacy assessments for single sen-
tences and full texts scenarios including T5.

3.1.2 Fluency
Fluency was also assessed for each single sen-
tences and full documents (one score per docu-

ment). Translators answered the question “How
fluent was the translation?” on a Likert scale from
1-4.5 Table 6 shows the IAA scores for fluency.

Fluency SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2 T3&T4

Kappa NW 0.09 0.41
W 0.06 0.25

Pearson 0.1 0.73
p-value 0.02 0
IRR 53% 56%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2

Kappa NW 0.27 0.05
W 0.34 -0.02

Pearson 0.42 -0.11
p-value 0 0.53
IRR 57% 47%

Table 6: IAA for fluency assessments for single sen-
tences and full texts scenarios.

When looking at Test Set 1, we note that IAA
is higher in the document-level scenario for both
W and NW Kappa when compared to the single-
sentence scenario. This is confirmed by the linear
relation expressed by Pearson. This might sug-
gest that fluency is easier to assess with full texts
rather than with non-contextual sentences. How-
ever, the same is not true when looking at Test Set
2, where W Kappa even reaches negative scores
in the document-level set-up. Once again, we see
that the IAA differences are bigger for T1&T2 who
assessed Test Set 1 in the sentence-level scenario
and Test Set 2 in the document-level scenario (see
more discussion on this in Section 4), which is
again confirmed by the negative correlation.

Fluency SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2&T5 T3&T4
Kappa 0.88 0.41
IRR 63% 56%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2&T5
Kappa 0.27 -0.12
IRR 57% 50%

Table 7: IAA for fluency assessment for single sen-
tences and full texts scenarios including T5.

When adding T5 to the fluency assessment, we
see a large increase in IAA for sentence-level sce-
nario where k=0.88 and IRR=63% (Table 7) in con-
trast to k=0.09 and IRR=53% (Table 6). However,
we note that apart from a slight increase in IRR
for the document-level scenario (50% compare to
47%), Kappa shows a decrease reaching a nega-
tive value k=-0.12. With these new results, both

51. No fluency, 2. Little fluency, 3. Near native, 4. Native
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Kappa and IRR are higher when evaluations are per-
formed in the sentence-level scenario. However, by
looking at the translator pair T3&T4, we can see
that these two translators still agreed more when
judging the document-level scenario (k=0.41) than
when judging the sentence-level scenario (k=0.27).

3.1.3 Error
Error annotation was performed after translators
assessed fluency and adequacy. Translators were
asked to select from a drop-down menu which er-
rors they found in the MT output. Because we
are only interested in the agreement level between
translators (as opposed to finding out the quality of
the MT system), we decided to use a simple taxon-
omy that consisted of four error categories: Mis-
translation, Untranslated, Word Form, and Word
order. Translators could also select “No errors” in
case the sentence/document did not contain any er-
ror. Each sentence or document could be annotated
with more than one error category, but unfortu-
nately because PET does not allow for word-level
tagging, each error category could be assigned only
once. Therefore, a segment or document could be
tagged as containing all the errors, some of the
errors, as well as no errors (no issues), but if the
translator found that the segment contained two
mistranslation errors, for example, the mistrans-
lation category would be assigned only once to
that segment. Yet again, we believe this set-up is
enough to measure agreement levels.

Error mark-up results were divided into binary,
when raters agree whether there was an error (any
type) or no errors in the sentence/document,6 and
type, when raters agree on the exact error type
found in the sentence/document. Table 8 shows the
results for IAA for the error mark-up task.

The error annotation task shows higher IAA and
IRR in document-level scenario for Test Set 1,
however, the low Pearson correlation score does
not indicate a strong linear relation. For Test
Set 2, we see that sentence-level scenario shows
higher Kappa for error type and higher IRR, con-
firmed with a positive correlation. It is important
to note that Kappa for the binary classification in
the document-level scenario is 1 (marked as n/a)
as translators agreed that (almost) all documents
contained at least one error. However, Kappa pe-
nalises it as all the ratings fall into a single category.

6Intuitively, one might expect that at least one error will
be found in a full document and so IAA will be high for
document-level set-up in the binary category.

Error SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2 T3&T4

Kappa binary 0.28 n/a
type 0.22 0.31

Pearson 0.21 0.08
p-value 0 0.49

IRR binary 60% 100%
type 50% 53%

Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2

Kappa binary 0.49 n/a
type 0.38 0.20

Pearson 0.7 0.08
p-value 0 0.49

IRR binary 76% 90%
type 56% 33%

Table 8: IAA for error mark-up for single sentences and
full text scenarios.

For this reason, we decided to also compute F-score
for absolute error (disagreement) in the binary cat-
egory (see Table 9).

ERROR SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2 T3&T4
F-SCORE 60.4 100
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2
F-SCORE 76.6 93.75

Table 9: F-score for binary error mark-up evalaution.

F-scores show that indeed, binary classification
is higher for the document-level scenario since we
expect the full text to contain at least one error type.
However, it is interesting to note that the document-
level scenario for Test Set 2 presents only a 93.75
score and 90% (Table 8) since T1 and T2 disagreed
in one document.

Error SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2&T5 T3&T4

Kappa binary 0.16 n/a
type 0.02 0.31

IRR binary 60% 100%
type 56% 53%

Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2&T5

Kappa binary 0.49 -0.07
type 0.38 -0.02

IRR binary 76% 88%
type 56% 50%

Table 10: IAA for error mark-up for single sentences
and full text scenarios including T5.

By adding scores from T5 (Table 10), we note
that IAA scores for Test Set 1 do not differ much,
and document-level scenario shows higher Kappa
and IRR as discussed previously. For Test Set 2,
IAA scores decrease for Kappa, both for binary and
error type categories. Interestingly, IRR scores for
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Ranking SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2 T3&T4
Kappa 0.36 0.22
Pearson 0.41 0.36
p-value 0 0.04
IRR 59% 56%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2
Kappa 0.29 0.19
Pearson 0.41 0.42
p-value 0 0.01
IRR 53% 47%

Table 11: IAA for Pair-wise ranking evaluation.

the binary category also slightly decreases. This
is a bit surprising as we were expecting translators
to assign at least one error type to full texts. The
results with T5 indicate that, annotating error at a
document-level is difficult as translators cannot tag
exactly what the problematic parts are.

3.1.4 Ranking
Pairwise ranking was performed between transla-
tion from Google translate and DeepL. The sys-
tems’ outputs (single sentences in scenario A,
and full documents in scenario B) were randomly
mixed so translators would see different outputs.
Translators were asked to rate their preferred trans-
lation, and ties were allowed. Table 11 shows the
IAA for the ranking task.

In Test Set 1, the ranking evaluation shows
higher IAA for sentence-level scenario when com-
pared to the document-level. Test Set 2 shows
document-level scenario with lower agreement as
seen in previous trend.

When adding scores from T5, we can see in
Table 12 that IRR scores do not change. A 0.1
point decrease in Kappa scores can be observed for
Test Set 1 for the sentence-level scenario (k0.36 to
k0.26), and a slight decrease in Kappa scores for
the document-level scenario fro test Set 2 (k0.19 to
k0.14).

Rank SENTENCE DOCUMENT
Test Set 1 T1&T2&T5 T3&T4
Kappa 0.26 0.22
IRR 59% 56%
Test Set 2 T3&T4 T1&T2&T5
Kappa 0.29 0.14
IRR 53% 47%

Table 12: IAA for ranking assessment for single sen-
tences and full texts scenarios including T5.

Interestingly, when looking at the output of both
systems, Google seem to prefer to drop gender
markers more than DeepL, which might make the
sentence less adequate in terms of specifying who
is speaking but the sentence can still be very fluent.

1) Source: Her decision to pull out left everyone involved
absolutely stunned.
DeepL: A decisão dela de se retirar deixou todos os
envolvidos absolutamente atordoados.
Google: Sua decisão de sair deixou todos os envolvidos
absolutamente atordoados.

2) Source: To recover it is a duty.”

DeepL: Recuperá-lo é um dever”.

Google: Recuperar (x) é um dever.”

This might suggest that translators’ personal
preferences play a role in document-level evalu-
ation as well. For instance, translators might prefer
adequacy over fluency, as in example 1, or in the
case when there is not enough context in the source
to specify the gender or solve ambiguity, transla-
tors might prefer the drop of the gender marker (as
in example 2).

3.2 Effort
The effort spent on assessing the two scenarios was
calculated in two ways: i) time translators spend
assessing the sentences and full texts, and ii) self-
report of effort required to perform the tasks via a
post-task questionnaire.

Time - The time spent on evaluating Adequacy,
Fluency and error mark-up could be drawn directly
from PET logs. Unfortunately, it was not possible
to count time for the ranking task because the pair-
wise comparison was performed in Google Spread-
sheet, and so no automatic log could be drawn. Al-
though they were asked to keep track of their time
while ranking the MT output, translators recorded
this inconsistently. Therefore, we decide to use
only the times logged in PET.

When performing the evaluation in PET, trans-
lators first had the chance to see the source and
MT side by side in the post-editing window7 and
then to assess the MT output in another window.
Therefore, PET logs two different times: one spent
in the PE window, and one spent in the assessment
window. Intuitively, one would believe that the
translators would read the sentences/texts in the
PE window and use the evaluation window only to

7It is worth noticing that the option of performing PE was
disabled, so no time for any changes was counted.
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Transl. Reading Assessing Total

T1 Sent. *09:29:33 *14:16:57 *23:46:30
Doc 02:51:38 03:14:53 06:06:31

T2 Sent. 02:45:44 08:18:51 11:04:35
Doc 03:25:39 02:08:26 05:34:05

T3 Sent. 05:42:25 03:07:27 08:49:52
Doc 02:36:11 00:24:20 03:00:31

T4 Sent. 03:53:21 02:05:25 05:58:46
Doc 02:41:15 01:13:46 03:55:01

T5 Sent. 00:35:22 05:43:11 6:18:33
Doc 00:11:43 01:29:46 1:41:29

Table 13: Time spent on performing fluency, adequacy
and error mark-up assessments in PET tool. (Note that
T1 *times are compromised.)

give the scores. However, it is possible that some
translators might have taken some time to read the
source and MT in the assessment window.8 More-
over, T1 reported that for the document-level sce-
nario, they sometimes took a screenshot of the PE
window “when the text was too long” and used it
while evaluating the text in the assessment window
(since the full text is not completely displayed in
the PET assessment window).

For that reason, we decided to show both reading
time (time spent on the PE window) and assessment
time (time spent on the assessment window), and
the total spent time. Table 13 shows the times spent
for the task.

Unfortunately, T1 reported difficulties in carry-
ing out the evaluation (due to COVID-19) and self-
reported he was distracted while doing it, leaving
the tool running mid-evaluation. For this reason,
even when discarding obvious outlier times, there
is a great discrepancy in the amount of time for T1
compared to the other translators: while translators
had an average of 7-9 hours to complete the tasks,
T1 took 23 hours to complete the task. Conse-
quently, we decided to repeat T1’s evaluation with
T5 in order to see if patterns could be drawn from
time spent on tasks.

Intuitively, one would expect translators to spend
longer reading time for the document-level scenario
compared to the sentence-level one, since full texts
are longer. Furthermore, one would expect the
assessing time to be longer for the sentence-level
scenario since each sentence requires one assess-
ment (500 assessments for 500 sentences), while in
the document-level scenario, each text is assessed
just once (32 assessments for 500 sentences). How-
ever, while T2 and T3 show longer reading time

8PET displays the MT and Source at the top of the assess-
ment window.

for document-level scenario, T1, T4 and T5 show
lower reading time for that scenario.

Even though results for time do not seem to be a
strong indicator of effort due to the PET’s user in-
terface limitation, it is interesting to note that while
some translators do spend more time reading, some
spend more time assessing. This might indicate
that having the text available during the assessment
of fluency/adequacy is essential for translators.

Post-Task Questionnaire - Translators an-
swered the post-task questionnaire (see full
statements in Section 2) after they finished all
tasks in both scenarios. Table 14 show the
average results for each statement (including T5’s
responses).

Statements Sent. Docs
1- understand source 5 5.4
2- understand translation 4.2 3.8
3- recognise problems 5.2 4.8
4- prefer (docs/single sent.) 4 4.6
than (single sent./docs)
5- prefer pair of sentences than... 3.8 5
6- prefer full paragraphs than... 3.6 4.2
7- satisfied with evaluation 4.8 5
8- Spotting errors was
(very easy - very difficult) 5.2 4.4
9- Assessing was
(very easy - very difficult) 4.6 4.2
10- Assessing was
(very tiring- not tiring) 3.2 1.8

Table 14: Post-questionnaire results (average). Scale
range from 1 to 6 where 1 is strongly disagree/very dif-
ficult/very tiring and 6 is strongly agree/very easy/not
tiring at all.

We observe a few interesting results for state-
ments 1 and 2, where translators seem to be able
to understand the meaning of the source better in
the document-level scenario, but the meaning of
the translation better in the sentence-level scenario.
More interestingly, the average for statement 3 is
slightly lower for document-level which might sug-
gest that translators were less able to recognise all
problems with the translation in the document-level
scenario, likely due to the number of sentences.

Translators seem to prefer to judge single-
sentences than full documents (statement 4), and,
would rather evaluate sentence pairs (statement 5)
or paragraphs (statement 6) than full documents.

Nevertheless, results for statements 8 indicate
that translators found easier to spot errors in the full
texts (which contradicts the results for statement
3). Previous work on evaluation of NMT systems
(when compared to SMT) found translators find
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NMT errors more difficult to identify due to its
high fluency (Castilho et al., 2017) (at a sentence-
level). This could be a good indication that, due
to good levels of fluency in NMT systems, indeed
the exhibition of full texts is more helpful for the
assessment in general.

Finally, translators found the document-level sce-
nario to be slightly easier to assess (statement 9) but
much more tiring than assessing single sentences
(statement 10).

4 Discussion

This paper attempts to shed light on the differences
in IAA between sentence and document-level eval-
uation scenarios. The experiments performed with
five professional translators have tested the state-
of-the-art metrics commonly used to assess MT
quality with humans, namely the assessment of flu-
ency, adequacy, error mark-up and pairwise ranking
(Castilho et al., 2018).

We note that when evaluating adequacy (Table
4) the scenario where single sentences are assessed
show higher IAA for both test sets, and moreover,
IAA for Test Set 2 presents the lowest IAA for the
document-level scenario for all the metrics. Regard-
ing fluency assessment (Table 6), document-level
scenario for Test Set 1 has higher IAA but Test Set
2 the opposite is seen for Test Set 2.

In addition to scores per test sets, it is interesting
also to look at the IAA scores by translator pairs.
We observe that there is a large difference between
T1&T2 who evaluated Test Set 1 in the sentence-
level scenario, and Test Set 2 in document-level
scenario, against T3&T4 who evaluated the oppo-
site. T1 and T2 tend to disagree more in both Test
Sets for both fluency and adequacy assessments,
while T3&T4 have closer IAA scores and higher
Pearson correlation. The addition of T5’s assess-
ments, reported in terms of Fleiss kappa, indicate
that for the majority of the case, IAA is indeed
higher when evaluation is performed at a sentence
level.

Figure 1 shows examples of disagreement be-
tween translators. In example (1), T1 assessed
the text as containing “little” of the meaning of
the source, T2 considered it to contain “all of it”,
and T5 assessed it as containing “most of it” (ade-
quacy). T1 comments that “many mistranslations
of golf/sport terms impaired meaning” and “some
unstranslated terms found (‘team USA’, ‘singles’)”,
while T2 thinks that the text contains “minor issues,

but the meaning isn’t lost”, and T5 says “the mean-
ing is compromised by the word-by-word transla-
tion”. While both T1&T2 agree that the text is
“near native” regarding fluency, T5 assess it as hav-
ing “little fluency”, mentioning that fluency is also
“compromised by the literal translation of some
terms”.

For T3&T4, the disagreement in the document-
level (example (2)) is not as strong. While T3
assesses it as containing “most of the meaning”, T4
thinks that it contains “little of it” because “there
are a couple of plays on words in the source text,
a big part of the translation is lost”. However both
agreed that regarding fluency, example (2) has “lit-
tle fluency”.

We speculate that the disagreements at the
document-level scenario, especially for the ade-
quacy evaluation, might be connected to the fact
that because the texts are made up of “very good”,
“reasonably” and “poorly” translated sentences
which, together, make the text understandable to
a certain level, it is harder for translators to be
consistent when assigning one single score for
a full text. We estimate the percentages of ade-
quacy scores for the document-level scenario as
follows: T1&T2&T5 show 0% for score 1 (none
of it), 7.29% for score 2, 61.46% for score 3, and
31.25% for score 4 (most of it); while T3&T4 show
4.69% for score 1, 17.19% for score 2, 64.06% for
score 3, and 14.06% for score 4. These results show
that a great number of scores fall into the middle
category which makes it difficult for a consistent
evaluation on a document-level scenario. Conse-
quently, this type of problem will be persistent
when evaluating at a document-level MT systems
that operates at the sentence level, because a doc-
ument translated with sentence-level NMT is still
a sequence of translated sentences rather than an
entire document translation.

We observe that disagreements in the sentence-
level are more often related to ambiguity and lack
of context. In example (3), while T1 commented
that the translation “failed to use football terminol-
ogy” and assessed it as containing “none of the
meaning”, T4 and T5 assessed it as containing “all
of the meaning”. We speculate that T4 and T5 were
unaware that the sentence was about football due to
the lack of context, and did not penalise mistrans-
lations such as ‘fired’ which is better translated as
‘chutar’ (to kick) and ‘box’ which should be trans-
lated as ‘pequena área’. T5 even mentioned that
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Figure 1: Examples of disagreement between translators.

they had problems with the word “Hazard” because
eve thought “it seems to be a noun as it starts with
a capital letter, I could not assess whether “Haz-
ard” is a proper noun or just a noun, due to lack of
context”.

Example (4) is another example of lack of con-
text, since the pronoun “It” is impossible to identify
in the sentence. While T3 decides to rely only on
the context given and assess adequacy as “all of
it” and fluency as “native”, T4 assesses the sen-
tence as containing “little of the meaning” and “lit-
tle fluency”. According to T4, “the context was
not enough to translate the pronoun ‘it’”. This is
consistent with findings in Castilho et al. (2020)
where authors found that over 33% of the surveyed
sentences required more context than the sentence
itself to be translated. Indeed, with the context of
previous sentences it is possible to identify that “it”
relates to “a radical plan” and therefore the addi-
tion of “O plano veria” (the plan would see) in the
translation would make it more adequate:
(+2) Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour Party is to consider a radical
plan which will see Britons working a four day week - but

getting paid for five.

(+1) The party reportedly wants company bosses to pass

on savings made through the artificial intelligence (AI)

revolution to workers by giving them an extra day off.

(S) It would see employees enjoy a three-day weekend - but

still take home the same pay.

Interestingly, T1, T2 and T5 who assessed this
sentence in context in the document-level scenario
agreed that the text was “near native” and contained
“most” and “all” of the meaning. This might be
another indication that fluency is better assessed at
a document level.

Regarding error mark-up assessment (Table 8),
even though for Test Set 1 the document-level sce-
nario has higher IAA than the sentence-level sce-

nario, we note that when looking at translator
pairs, the document-level scenarios has lower IAA
scores for both test sets. Looking at T3&T4 both
translators agree more on the error types found in
the sentence-level than on the document-level sce-
nario.

Finally regarding effort, unfortunately the
logged time in PET tool was not decisive, even
witht he addition of T5’s assessments (due to dis-
crepant results by T1 (Table 13)). Nevertheless,
we believe that the results reported here show how
difficult it is to run human evaluations, especially
unsupervised ones. Additionally, the lack of proper
tool able to handle different MT evaluation method-
ologies makes the assessment even more complex.
We consider that time log gathered in PET can still
be useful to draw specifications to develop a MT
evaluation tool able to handle different methodolo-
gies. With respect to translators’ self-assessment of
their effort, the results from the post-task question-
naire showed that while translators prefer to see full
texts than single sentences, they would rather see
sentence pairs and paragraphs than having to assess
full documents. This is not surprising since evalu-
ating at a sentence-level is is what translators are
used to already. Furthermore, they find assessing a
full document more tiring than the alternative.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The present work attempts to shed light at the differ-
ences in IAA when evaluating MT at the sentence
and document levels with a small scale compar-
ison. The main key findings of this comparison
is that, a document-level evaluation methodology
where translators assign one score per text leads
to lower levels of IAA for adequacy, ranking, and
error mark-up (when compared to methodologies
where translators assign one score per sentence),
but it might be useful for fluency assessments. This
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is consistent with (Läubli et al., 2018) findings on
IAA for pairwise comparison, and previous work
on NMT evaluation, where fluency proved to be
harder to assess (than adequacy) in sentence-level
scenarios.

Nevertheless, we also speculate that as Google
Translate seems to operate on a sentence-level, a
document-level evaluation of adequacy is penalised
since a document can be constituted of sentences
with different levels of quality. Moreover, we con-
sider whether multiple scores per document (sen-
tence pairs, paragraphs, and word-level error tag-
ging) will yield higher levels of IAA when com-
pared to the randomised sentence-level set-up for
both sentence and document-levels MT systems.

Human-evaluation of MT in document-level set-
ups is in its infancy, and therefore, it is essential
to test which methodologies will be best suited
for different tasks and domains. Future work will
use more translators and different methodologies,
as expressed in the post-task questionnaire and
discussed above, with more specific guidelines
for context-span issues found in previous works,
and the development of test-sets, as well as using
document-level MT systems’ outputs.
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